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It is shown that every closed, simply connected topological 4-manifold having an odd intersection 
pairing, with the possible exception of the fake CP’, admits an involution. We show that in many 
cases the involutions described here can be constructed to be locally linear, provided the Kirby- 
Siebenmann triangulation obstruction vanishes. It remains an open question, reduced to a question 
about characteristic elements of quadratic forms, whether this is true in general. 
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In this note we prove that every closed, simply connected topological 4-manifold 
with an odd intersection pairing, with the possible exception of the fake C P2, admits 
an involution. The involutions we construct are homologically trivial and have fixed 
point sets consisting of a 2-sphere and a collection of isolated points. The 2-sphere 
represents the Poincare dual of the second Stiefel-Whitney class, and the involution 
is locally linear, except perhaps at one of the isolated fixed points. It is known that 
if the Kirby-Siebenmann triangulation obstruction is nonzero, then any involution 
must have fixed points where it is not locally linear [7]. We show that in many cases 
the involutions described here can be constructed to be locally linear when the 
Kirby-Siebenmann obstruction vanishes. It remains an open question, reduced to 
a question about characteristic elements of quadratic forms, whether this is true in 
general. 
The results here extend and depend upon some related results in the author’s 
paper [4], where an analogous result was described for involutions on even 4- 
manifolds and for odd cyclic group actions on arbitrary simply connected 4- 
manifolds. Those results were about actions with only isolated fixed points. An 
essential feature of the current work is that 2-dimensional fixed points are required; 
cf. [4, Proposition 7.11. 
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Lemma 1. Let @ be any nonsingular integral symmetric bilinearform of odd type (i.e., 
@(x, x) is odd for some x) on a jnitely generated free abelian group V of rank n. Then 
there is a basis e,, . . . , e, for V with respect to which the matrix of 0 is congruent 
mod 2 to the symmetric matrix A = (aq), where aq = 1 if i = 1 or j = 1, except a,, = n, 
and a,; = 1 for i > 1; otherwise a4 = 0. 
Proof. One may easily compute that det A = 1. The result now follows from [4, 
Lemma 2.21. 0 
We will say that a form @ has standardformat with respect to the basis constructed 
by Lemma 1. 
Let 2, act on the unit 4-ball D4 in a standard way by (x,, x2, x3, x4) + 
(Xl, x2, -x3, -x4). We shall consider framed links K, , . . . , K, in S3 = aD4 such that 
each component circle Ki is invariant under the standard involution. The first 
component K, will always be the fixed point circle of the standard action. The 
remaining circles will all be invariant, forming what is sometimes known as a periodic 
link in S3. As an initial choice, let Kz, . . . , K, simply be parallel meridian curves 
to K,, and give K, framing n and the remaining components framing +l. The 
linking matrix of this framed link, using appropriate orientation conventions, is 
exactly the matrix A described in Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Let CD be any nonsingular integral symmetric bilinear form of odd type on 
a finitely generated free abelian group V of rank n. Then there is an equivariant 
homotopy of the standard link K, , . . . , K, in S3 to a link K r, . . . , Kz in S3, fixed on 
the component K, , such that for appropriate choices of framings and orientations the 
linking matrix of KT, . . . , K: is a matrix for CD in standard format. 
Proof. Orient the link arbitrarily. One may add or subtract 2 from the linking number 
lk(K,, K,), where, say, i> 1, by equivariantly homotoping a small arc of Ki and its 
translate across K,. If j> 1 this can be done by an isotopy of K, as in [4, Theorem 
4.11. If j = 1, so that K, is being dragged across the fixed point set, the deformation 
can only be required to be a regular homotopy. (An instructive example is to alter 
a standard round circle K, linking K, once into an invariant trefoil knot Kt linking 
K, 3 times.) It follows that by a sequence of such alterations one may alter the 
matrix A into the matrix of @ that reduces mod 2 to A. q 
Now we analyze the action of the standard involution on the normal bundles of 
the loops KT. First consider Kf. Since it is pointwise fixed, the action on any 
framing S’ x D* is of “type” (0, l}, ( z, w)+ (z, -w) = ((-l)Oz, (-1)‘~). The curves 
K?, i> 1, bound invariant Seifert surfaces. It follows that the O-framing (or more 
generally any even framing) action around K T is of type (1, 0}, while the odd 
framing actions are of type (1, l}. 
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If one adds an equivariant 2-handle to D4 along KT, the core of the 2-handle is 
necessarily fixed, and this leads to a fixed 2-sphere. If one adds an equivalent 
2-handle along Kf, i > 1, using an odd framing, one adds a single isolated fixed 
point in the interior of the handle. If one adds an equivariant 2-handle along KT, 
i> 1, using an even framing, however, the co-core of the handle is a fixed 2-disk. 
For this reason, even framings on the nonfixed curves are to be avoided here. 
Proposition 3. Let @ be any nonsingular integral symmetric bilinear form of odd type 
on a finitely generated free abelian group of rank n. Then there is a compact, smooth, 
simply connected 4-manifold W4 with homologically trivial smooth involution such that 
the intersection form of W4 is equivalent to @ and the fixed point set consists of a 
2-sphere and n - 1 isolated points. 
Proof. Add 2-handles equivariantly to the 4-ball using the framed link KT, . . . , Kz 
produced in Lemma 2. q 
Note that since @ is nonsingular, considerations of Poincare Duality imply that 
the boundary of W4 is a homology 3-sphere. Now recall the following basic result 
from [4, Proposition 3.11, due to D. Ruberman [lo] and to S. Kwasik and P. Vogel 
[7,81. 
Extension Theorem 4. Any free involution on a homology 3-sphere extends to a 
topological involvution on a contractible 4-manifold. 
The preceding two results then combine to yield the following statement. 
Corollary 5. Let @ be any nonsingular integral symmetric bilinear form of odd type 
on a finitely generated free abelian group of rank n. Then there exists a closed simply 
connected 4-manifold with intersectionform equivalent to @ that admits a homologically 
trivial involution with fixed point set consisting of a 2-sphere and n isolated points. 
The action is locally linear except at one of the isolated fixed points. 
Recall that according to Freedman [5] every odd form @ is the intersection form 
of exactly 2 closed simply connected 4-manifolds, distinguished by their triangulation 
obstructions in 2,. It remains to control the triangulation obstruction. Let @ be a 
nonsingular symmetric integral bilinear form of rank n, and suppose that with 
respect to basis e,, . , e, the matrix of @ has standard format. Note that e, is a 
characteristic element for @ in that @(e,, x) = @(x, x) (mod 2) for all vectors x. 
According to Van der Blij’s Lemma [9, Lemma 5.21 a( @) = @(e,, e,) (mod 8), where 
a( @) denotes the signature of @. In our case the class e, is represented in homology 
by the fixed 2-sphere, with self-intersection number @(e,, e,). The p-invariant of 
the boundary of the compact manifold W4 constructed above is then given by 
a(@) - @(e,, e,), viewed as an element of Z,6. This also gives the triangulation 
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obstruction of the closed 4-manifold obtained by applying the Extension Theorem; 
cf. [lo, Proposition 61. 
Consider the change of basis f, = e, + 2e,, f; = ei for i > 1. The matrix of @ with 
respect to {A} still has standard format. The p-invariant, however, becomes U( @) - 
@(f,, f,). One calculates that @(f,, f,) = @(e,, e,)+4[@(e,, e,)+@(e,, e,)]. Since 
e, is characteristic the bracketed quantity is even. If the bracketed quantity is 
congruent to 2 mod 4, then this change of basis changes the p-invariant. Suppose, 
then that @(e, , e2) + @(e,, eJ = 0 mod 4. In this case, consider the change of basis 
g, = e, +6e,, g, = e, for i > 1. The matrix of @ with respect to {g,} still has standard 
format. Now 
@(g,,g,)= @(e,, el)+4[3@(e,, eJ+o@(e,, 41, 
and the bracketed quantity is congruent mod 4 to 6@( e2, e2) = 2 mod 4. Therefore, 
if the rank of @ is greater than 1 and the first change of basis fails to alter the 
corresponding p-invariant, then the second change of basis must do so. 
Combining the preceding comments with the earlier construction and Freedman’s 
classification of simply connected 4-manifolds, we arrive at the following statement. 
Theorem 6. Let M4 be any closed, simply connected 4-manifolds with odd intersection 
form except the fake CP’. Then M4 admits a homologically trivial involution with 
fixed point set consisting of a 2-sphere and isolated points, with the action locally linear 
except at one isolated $xed point. 
In [7] and unpublished work of Ruberman examples of involutions on odd 
4-manifolds with nonvanishing triangulation obstruction were described. 
In the case when the triangulation obstruction does vanish one could choose the 
involution to be locally linear everywhere if one could choose the standard format 
basis of Lemma 1 in such a way that a( @) = @(e,, e,) (not just mod 8). The reason 
for this is that, since our involutions are all homologically trivial, the G-Signature 
Theorem shows that the a-invariant of the involution on the boundary homology 
3-sphere that arises during the construction is exactly (T( @) - @(e, , e,). According 
to [3, Proposition 7.41 the vanishing of the a-invariant is necessary and sufficient 
for extending the involution in a locally linear manner to a contractible 4-manifold. 
We are led to make the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. Let @ be any nonsingular integral symmetric bilinear form of odd type on 
a finitely generated free abelian group V of rank n. Then there is an indivisible 
characteristic element v E V such that @(v, v) = a( @). 
One may formulate an analogous statement for even forms, although the charac- 
teristic element must then be divisible by 2. Let us say that a form @ that satisfies 
the conjecture has characteristic signature. 
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It is very interesting that a rather different problem of embedding smooth 4- 
manifolds smoothly in R’ was reduced to the problem of finding characteristic 
elements such that @(u, U) = a(@), without the additional indivisibility condition 
in [l, (i 31. 
It has been verified by bare hands that the conjecture (and its even analogue) 
holds for most of the known low rank forms that have an explicit description: (+ 1); 
hyperbolic plane; r,, [9,27,28]; the three remaining odd, definite, indecomposable 
forms M,4, Mi5, and L16,8 o f ranks 16 described in [6], and the Leech lattice of 
rank 24 [2, 19691. It is easy to see that the conjecture holds for an orthogonal sum 
of forms for which it is known to hold, so that it holds for indefinite forms. The 
crucial test is to verify the conjecture for indecomposable forms. 
Theorem 7. Let M4 be a closed, oriented, simply connected topological 4manifold 
with vanishing triangulation obstruction. If the intersection form of M4 has characteristic 
signature, then M4 admits a homologically trivial, locally linear involution with$xed 
point set consisting of a 2-sphere and a collection of isolated points. 
Proof. Putting together the earlier comments, we just need to show that there is a 
basis e, , . . . , e, for H,(M4) with respect to which the intersection pairing has 
standard format and such that e,. e, = sign(M4). By hypothesis there is a basis 
e , , . . , e, for H,( M4) such that e, . e, = sign( M4). We need to show that such a 
basis can be chosen so that the intersection form is also in standard format. This 
is proved in the following lemma. q 
Lemma 8. Let @ be any nonsingular integral symmetric bilinear form of odd type and 
characteristic signature on a finitely generated free abelian group V of rank n. Then 
there is a basis e, , . . . , e, for V with respect to which @ has standard format and such 
that @(e, , e,) = V( @). 
Proof. By hypothesis there is an indivisible characteristic element e, with @(e, , e,) = 
a( @). Since e, is indivisible it extends to a basis e,, . . . , e, for V. We show that 
there is a sequence of change of basis operations, adding one basis element to 
another, none of which alter e, , changing the basis into a standard format basis. 
First suppose that @(e,, e,) = (T(Q) is odd. Since a(@) = n mod 2, n is odd as 
well. Replacing e, (i > 1) by ei + e, if necessary we may assume that @(ei, ei) = 
0 mod 2 for i > 1. Then @ restricted to the span of e2, . . . , en, reduced mod 2, is a 
nonsingular, symmetric, even inner product space over hZ, and thus is equivalent 
by change of basis over Z2 to the form with matrix mod 2 having zeros on the 
diagonal and ones off the diagonal. (See [4, Proposition 2.31.) This equivalence can 
be achieved by a sequence of elementary change of basis operations involving only 
eZ,. . . , e,. Now replace each e, (i > 1) by e, + e, to achieve the required basis. 
Next suppose that @(e, , e,) = q( @) is even. Then n is also even. Since the form 
@ is nonsingular there is an element e2 in V such that @(e, , e2) = 1. Then @( e2, e2) = 
1 mod 2 since e, is characteristic. Extend the pair e,, e2 to a basis e,, e,, . . , e,. 
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Adding e, to e, (i> 2) if necessary, we may assume that @(e,, ei) =O mod 2 for 
i > 2. Adding e, to ei (i > 2) if necessary, we may also assume that @(e,, ei) = 0 mod 2 
for i > 2. Then @ restricted to the span of e3, . . . , e,, reduced mod 2, is a nonsingular, 
symmetric, even inner product space over ZZ, and thus is equivalent by change of 
basis over ZZ to the form with matrix mod 2 having zeros on the diagonal and ones 
off the diagonal. This equivalence can be achieved by a sequence of elementary 
change of basis operations involving only e2, . . . , e,. Now replace each e, (i > 2) 
by ei + e2 to achieve the required basis. 0 
The following strengthening of the converse of Theorem 8 is a consequence of 
results in [3]. 
Proposition 9. Suppose that a closed, simply connected 4-manifold M4 with odd 
intersection form admits a locally linear, homologically trivial involution. Then the 
intersection form of M4 has characteristic signature. 
(The two-dimensional part of the fixed point set represents a characteristic element 
u in H2(M4) by Corollary 5.2; it satisfies u. u = sign(M4) by the G-Signature 
Theorem; and it is indivisible, by Corollary 6.3, at least in the positive definite case. 
But the conclusion of Proposition 9 is trivial in the indefinite case.) As a consequence 
we have the following two corollaries. 
Corollary 10. Suppose that a closed, simply connected 4-manifold M4 with odd 
intersection form admits a homologically trivial, locally linear involution. Then M4 
admits a homologically trivial, locally linear involution with fixed point set consisting 
of a single 2-sphere and a collection of isolated points. 
Corollary 11. A closed, simply connected 4-manifold M4 with odd intersection form 
admits a homologically trivial, locally linear involution if and only if its Kirby- 
Siebenmann triangulation obstruction vanishes and its intersection form has characteris- 
tic signature. 
In a private communication D. Ruberman has shown that a closed, simply 
connected 4-manifold M4 with even intersection form admits a homologically trivial, 
locally linear involution only if its signature is zero. In particular M4 must be a 
connected sum of copies of S2 x S2. 
Finally we remark that the problem of finding an involution on the fake @P2 is 
somewhat different, since, assuming homological triviality, the fixed 2-sphere would 
have to be non locally flat in that case [4, Proposition 7.21. 
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